Barriers to and enablers of physical activity in patients with COPD following a hospital admission: a qualitative study
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Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by a persistent blockage of airflow, prompting episodes of shortness of breath, commonly leading to hospitalization. Hospitalization may lead to a decline in physical activity following discharge. Physical activity has been shown to improve symptoms of COPD and reduce readmissions, and to decrease morbidity and mortality. This study aims to explore, from the perspectives of people with COPD, the barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity following hospitalization for COPD.

Methods: This study had a qualitative descriptive design and included semistructured interviews with 28 adult COPD patients who had been admitted to hospital with a primary diagnosis of exacerbation of COPD.

Results: A plethora of barriers to but fewer enablers of participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation were identified for this cohort of people. The main barriers identified were health-related (comorbidities, COPD symptoms, and physical injury or illness) environment-related (weather, transport, and finance), and self-related. The main enabling factors reported were access to health professionals and equipment, social support, routine and extracurricular activities, personal goals and motivation, and the effect of physical activity and “feeling better”.

Conclusion: This research provides a snapshot of the barriers to and enablers of physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD. It is evident that there are significant barriers which hinder the ability of people with COPD to undertake and continue participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. While there are some enablers that may counter these barriers, it is clear that health professionals dealing with people suffering from COPD need to actively recognize and address barriers to physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Hospital admission may create an opportunity for implementation of interventions promoting physical activity (such as referral to pulmonary rehabilitation), which may assist in reducing hospital readmission, as well as decreasing morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by a persistent limitation of airflow in the lungs with the main symptom of dyspnea during exertion, often resulting in interference with work, recreation, and sleep. 1,2 In Australia, COPD represents an extensive and increasing socioeconomic burden. Over two million Australians suffered with COPD in 2008, and in the same year COPD cost Australia $8.8 billion in health care costs. 3
The course of COPD is characterized by periodic worsening of symptoms or exacerbations requiring a change of medication, more intensive treatment, and possibly resulting in admission to hospital.1 Exacerbations are the leading cause of hospitalization in COPD patients5–7 and represent a major health burden for patients and health care systems in both industrialized and developing countries.8 In Australia, COPD is the second leading cause of avoidable hospital admissions.9–11

It has been shown that recurrent hospitalizations lead to a decline in functional status in the elderly population.12 In the period after a hospital admission for COPD, participation in physical activity may decline compared with usual levels while people recover from a worsening of symptoms and the possible effects of inactivity during their admission. There has been very little reported on physical activity levels in people with COPD during the early recovery period post hospitalization for an acute exacerbation. This, however, has been investigated, with one study reporting that participants readmitted to hospital for an acute exacerbation had significantly lower walking time at one month when compared with patients who were not readmitted, and those who had a hospitalization for an acute exacerbation in the previous year showed less recovery in physical activity than those without hospitalization in the previous year.13

Generally, free-living participation in physical activity amongst people with COPD is low, with inactivity being associated with greater mortality and morbidity.14,15 Even in people with newly diagnosed COPD, physical activity has been shown to be lower when compared with matched controls who smoke.16 Exercise is recommended internationally in COPD management guidelines to address these issues. To date, this has been operationalized largely through the recommendation for participation of people with COPD in pulmonary rehabilitation programs.17–19

Despite the recommendations, implementation of pulmonary rehabilitation programs in people with COPD is reported to be low, with only 3%–16% of eligible patients being referred to pulmonary rehabilitation programs, and as few as 1%–2% gaining ongoing access to such programs.20 Barriers identified as hindering referral to pulmonary rehabilitation have included: limited knowledge about pulmonary rehabilitation for COPD; limited knowledge of how to refer; actual or anticipated access difficulties for patients; questioning the need to do more to promote change in exercise behavior;21 poor familiarity with the guidelines; low self-efficacy; and time constraints being significantly associated with nonadherence to referral for pulmonary rehabilitation.22

The barriers to and facilitators of adherence to a physical activity intervention among older adults identified primary barriers such as current health problems, lack of time due to family commitments, and being employed, and primary facilitators to adherence as the health benefits attributed to the intervention and the social interaction provided by classes.23 Barriers to uptake and completion of pulmonary rehabilitation have been previously reviewed24 as well as the perspectives of barriers to and enablers of activities of daily living in a cohort of COPD patients within 2 weeks of discharge from hospital.25 A recent review by Thorpe et al26 explored barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity and/or pulmonary rehabilitation, but identified no studies reporting on the barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity during the crucial period following a hospital admission for exacerbation of COPD.

While barriers to participation in pulmonary rehabilitation programs have been described, little has been reported about the experience of people with COPD in relation to exercise and activity in the period after hospital admission for a disease exacerbation. Therefore, the aim of this research was to identify barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity at 2 months after hospital admission for COPD from the perspectives of the study participants.

Materials and methods
Design
A qualitative descriptive methodology was utilized to explore barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity at 2 months after hospital admission for COPD. This naturalistic method allowed participants’ views and experiences to be reported in a manner as close as possible to the data reported while presenting facts in “everyday language”.27

Participants
Purpose sampling was used to recruit participants.28,29 Patients were recruited consecutively as they were admitted to the Royal Adelaide Hospital in Adelaide, South Australia, between March and November 2011. Inclusion criteria were admission to the Royal Adelaide Hospital with a documented primary complaint of exacerbation of COPD. Exclusion criteria were: inability to understand written or spoken English; inability to provide written informed consent; being younger than 18 years; or medically unstable, critically ill, or physically not well enough to participate.
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Ethics

The human research ethics committees of the University of South Australia and the Royal Adelaide Hospital approved this study. All participants gave their written informed consent prior to data collection and were reminded that they could withdraw at any stage of the research.

Data collection

Semistructured telephone interviews were used to collect data, which commenced in May 2011 and completed by January 2012, and were conducted by a single investigator (OT). Interviews were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim. A semistructured interview guide (Appendix 1) was used to ensure that the topics under investigation were covered in a consistent manner but allowing flexibility.

Data analysis

The transcripts were analyzed by the primary investigator (OT) to identify and classify categories from the data in relation to the research question. Content analysis was undertaken as the primary means of categorization of data for the purposes of classification, organization, and summarization. Content analysis is a systematic manner of describing phenomena and allows the researcher to enhance his/her understanding of the data by refining words into fewer content-related categories. A similar approach to content analysis has been previously reported in the literature investigating barriers to and enablers of physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. The interview transcripts were uploaded onto a qualitative data management system (QSR NVivo version 9) where codes developed from the analysis of the interview transcripts were stored.

Recognizing the importance of trustworthiness in qualitative research, a number of key processes were put in place. These processes have been widely recommended in qualitative research literature. In summary form, these strategies were: a standardized data collection protocol; interviews were audiotaped and independently transcribed verbatim; an independent observer monitored the consistency of the data collection process by sitting in on interviews at random; immersion in the data by listening to recordings and reading transcripts in their entirety; and feedback from one of the authors (SK) on coding and analyzed segments of data and emergent coding frameworks. Differences were discussed until consensus was reached; thick descriptions in the form of meaningful quotations to represent important themes and categories were included when reporting the data analysis. Participant interviews were coded until data saturation was reached, ie, no new information is gained despite ongoing data collection. The 28 semistructured interviews conducted did yield a large volume of rich data, which ultimately resulted in data saturation.

Results

Description of sample

The participant group consisted of 22 men and six women with mild (n=2), moderate (n=5), or severe (n=21) COPD. Participants had a mean age of 71.86 years. On average, participants’ length of stay in hospital was 6.61 days, with a minimum stay of 2 days and a maximum stay of 20 days. Within the first month after discharge from hospital, 20 participants were readmitted at least once. While the participants were in hospital, when enrollment in this study took place, pulmonary rehabilitation was discussed with eleven participants. However, only six of the eleven were actually referred for pulmonary rehabilitation, and of the six participants who were referred, only two had reported either attending or enrolling to attend a pulmonary rehabilitation program in the 2 months following hospitalization. Barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation following a hospital admission are summarized in Figure 1.

Barriers

Participants reported a range of barriers to participating in physical activity and/or pulmonary rehabilitation following their discharge from hospital. Three main categories were identified to play important roles, namely “self”, “health”, and “environment”. The category of “self” consisted of three subcategories, including age, physical activity or pulmonary rehabilitation, and oxygen therapy. Within the category of “health”, the three subcategories included comorbidities, COPD, and physical health, and the final category of “environment” consisted of two subcategories, including participants’ surroundings and transport/finance. All these factors, in combination and/or in isolation, seemed to act as barriers to participation in physical activity and/or pulmonary rehabilitation.

Self

The category of self relates to a number of important factors that participants reported as being a barrier to their participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Within this category, three subcategories were identified, ie, aging, lack of access to oxygen therapy, and physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation.
Advancing age
Participants reported that their advancing age often acted as a barrier. It was unclear if this was merely a perception of advancing age or if advancing age did negatively impact on their ability to undertake physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation.

“I suppose the other thing is my age. I’m 71 … my age is such that it’s a limit, I guess, to what I could do and the way that anything that’s required, it’s difficult.”

Pulmonary rehabilitation/physical activity
Pulmonary rehabilitation or physical activity was the second subcategory reported within the self category. This included negative experiences of previous programs, such as the intensity of physical activity and program centric barriers, including not being followed up regularly or having had a bad previous experience while attending pulmonary rehabilitation. The intensity of the physical activity during pulmonary rehabilitation was described by participants as requiring a “couple of days to get over it” and time to settle down to catch their breath:

“After each time I go there [pulmonary rehabilitation], it takes me a couple of days to get over it … For me to arrange for a walk down the passage this morning, get up on the bed, and by the time I made myself comfortable it takes me half hour to settle down to catch my breath.”

Intensity was a barrier indicated by another participant who encountered a previous “scary” experience of pulmonary rehabilitation. This participant recalled the after-effects of attending a session at a local health service, which led to a hospital admission. This resulted in him not wanting to return to pulmonary rehabilitation:

“I’ve done that on a previous occasion. I got to the [rehabilitation hospital] campus, which is fairly close to where we now live. I only attended for two or three sessions and I was admitted to hospital. This is going back probably three years. I went to hospital … and that was scary enough. But I stay at home. I just didn’t feel that I wanted to go back to [the rehabilitation hospital], We’re going through a process at the moment of looking at a whole lot of things including approaching [the rehabilitation hospital] again.”

This highlights how an intervention that is meant to assist people with COPD may in fact have the exact opposite effect. Similarly, participants reflected that lack of follow-up also negatively influenced their return to pulmonary rehabilitation.
Despite an interest in joining, many participants reported they had not heard from organizations regarding how to access pulmonary rehabilitation. Many were unsure as to what was happening with commencement of pulmonary rehabilitation.

“Oh yes, they were going to do something about that, but they didn’t. They didn’t ring back … I haven’t heard anything about it at all … The problem with all these things is that they never follow them up. If I ring them up they don’t know what I’m talking about.”

Oxygen therapy
Due to the nature of COPD, and the commonly associated restricted airflow experienced, oxygen therapy is prescribed for hypoxemia in people with COPD based on the results of an arterial blood gas test. There are clear guidelines to determine who is eligible for accessing home-based oxygen therapy. Thus, not all patients experiencing breathlessness during exertion are eligible for home oxygen. It was reported by one participant that his walking abilities increased when he was able to use oxygen therapy in hospital, but when he no longer had access to this therapy at home he “couldn’t do a thing”:

“Without oxygen I can’t. On oxygen for half an hour I’m as good as gold for about two hours, even in here … You can get around and walk all over the place just like that, get on the oxygen for half an hour, give it a go. They tried me one day in the week without it and I couldn’t do a thing.”

Health
Health was of the second of the three main barriers identified. Within this category, participant quotes were coded in subcategories of COPD, ie, comorbidity and physical. COPD was the most commonly reported health barrier and has been placed as the first of the subcategories within the category of health. The category of COPD included barriers arising from the disease itself, such as shortness of breath or a lack of oxygen and hospital admissions related to COPD. This category also included issues relating to loss of quality of life due to inability to continue with valued activities and hobbies. Shortness of breath or a lack of oxygen was the most commonly reported barrier restricting participation in physical activity. It was mentioned that if participants were sedentary (speaking on the phone or sitting at home) their breathing was sufficient; however, any exertion caused shortness of breath and they could not breathe:

“I’m alright speaking to you on the phone. I’m fine. But to get up and walk around, I’m absolutely useless at this point in time. I’m not feeling well at all. And just normally a lack of air, lack of breath. Any exertion, and I’ve got to sit down.”

Shortness of breath not only restricted participation in pulmonary rehabilitation, but also affected activities of everyday living, such as walking.

“I still can’t walk too far. I don’t get any pain, but I just get a short of breath and that. Run out of wind … I wouldn’t be able to do it [vacuum/mop] anyway because I run out of air too quick.”

This was apparent in one participant who reported getting breathless from walking down the passage way in his home:

“I bring the bottle down with me. But it doesn’t take much for me to get out of breath, you know. Just walking up the passage and grabbing my oxygen bottle, it sort of makes me puff a bit.”

Symptoms of COPD (ie, shortness of breath) were reported as a barrier to the participants’ previous hobbies, with volunteer work, gardening, and sports listed as activities that could no longer be completed as a result of COPD.

“No, no. I used to do [light activities and muscle strength weights], but I gave it up a couple of years back. I was digging my garden, planting some vegetables, this and that. But now when I bend down I’m short of breath, I can’t do it no more.”

In addition to hobbies, participants also reported having to stop volunteer work due to no longer being able to because of not being able to breathe:

“No, I’ve had to give that away, love. I couldn’t keep it up. I used to do volunteer work, but I can’t do it now.”

Comorbidities
Comorbidities are a common finding in people with COPD. For the purpose of this category, comorbidity was reported if one or more unrelated diseases (or disorders) were mentioned as a barrier to participation in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation, in addition to COPD. For example, one participant reported that:

“I always thought it was my lungs that were doing this. But lately, as you say, it’s now the heart, which I never registered it as the heart. I thought it was all lungs. So it is my heart as well as my lungs. Plus I’ve got CLL [chronic lymphoid leukemia] as well.”
The complexity of multiple comorbidities and their impact on participation in pulmonary rehabilitation was also highlighted by another participant.

“I was not feeling well enough to go there [pulmonary rehabilitation] … if I’m unwell, heart condition, breathing condition, lungs, and everything else.”

**Physical**

Issues associated with physical well-being were also commonly reported by participants. This subcategory of health encompassed any physical injury or illness experienced by the participant that restricted their ability to participate in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation. Within the subcategory of physical, not being well as a result of injury, sickness, and a feeling of deterioration all had an impact on their participation in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation. Sickness and injury often left participants feeling that they were going backwards. One participant commented contemplating going back to hospital:

“I’m starting to go backwards again, and I’m contemplating going back into the hospital … last week I started to go downhill … I’ve got a bit of a wog which is not helping. I don’t think … unfortunately I’ve got to tell you that I’ve gone backwards really … I’m not feeling well at all.”

Likewise, another participant commented that a “crook back” had caused him to be bedridden for a week:

“I’ve been laid up in bed with a crook back. Very severe. I had to go to hospital for it … and I’ve been laid up in bed for five days.”

Many of the barriers reported to restrict participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation are complex, and interrelated with many different factors affecting the participants’ ability to be active. One participant with physical issues (including his lung condition, a “dodgy back”, capillary problems in his legs, pneumonia, and stomach issues) described himself as:

“Not only have I got emphysema … I’m just generally falling apart.”

**Environment**

The category of environment was divided into two main subcategories, ie, surroundings and transport/finance.

**Surroundings**

Within this subcategory, there were different “environmental” factors that contributed to participants being restricted in participating in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation. The weather was described as an environmental barrier affecting participation in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation, with seasonal weather patterns perceived to affect health and reduce the ability to spend time outside.

“If it gets too cold, I won’t go out at all. Or if it’s too humid in the warmer weather.”

It was also mentioned by participants that the cold weather was the cause of pneumonia and hospital admission:

“… The cold weather does affect my mobility and my tendency to have periods where my wife has to take me to hospital.”

“The weather makes me sneeze and cough a lot and when the winter comes in I have at least three bouts of pneumonia, well I did this year.”

The weather was also mentioned as having a detrimental effect on breathing, with many participants reporting that cold weather or “cold air” made it difficult to breathe, or was the cause of shortness of breath.

“… It’s not so bad in the warm weather, but you get the warm weather, you know, I just can’t go outside much. Because you can’t breathe in all that cold air, it sort of bungs your lungs up a bit I think.”

Other environmental factors identified as limiting participation in activity were pollen and dust. Some participants reported that the dust associated with their hobbies, eg, woodwork, either caused them to give it up or be very careful not to trigger an exacerbation.

“I do a bit of woodwork here at home, just sort of hobby stuff. I’ve got a few things that I just mess around with, and I have to be really careful with anything that produces dust or anything like that, because obviously that gives me a problem with breathing, or can do.”

**Transport and finance**

Transport and parking difficulties were described by participants as a “major barrier”, especially when attending pulmonary rehabilitation. Closely linked with transport was the financial burden of paying for parking or transport via a taxi service. Within this category, the ability to afford costly portable oxygen equipment was a reported barrier, and one participant expressed having difficulty carrying the standard oxygen equipment. This participant also reported that transport was a major barrier to getting about:

“… the availability of transport is the major barrier.”
The same participant reported that he had to give up his driver’s license due to the difficulty he had getting out and filling the car with petrol, which limited his transport to when his spouse was available:

“I could drive okay, but when I got to somewhere, to get out and go and pay for petrol was very difficult because of the breathing … so my movement outside the house is limited to when the family car is available and [wife] is driving.”

Conversely, another participant stated that although transport as such was not a problem in getting to pulmonary rehabilitation, the cost of parking or getting a taxi made it unaffordable:

“I go to [pulmonary rehabilitation location], and I have to pay a parking fee there. I’m disabled, I cannot pay it … It’s impossible … I’ve got to get a taxi, it costs me $20, I can’t afford $20 on the pension.”

The same participant described the burden of carrying around his oxygen equipment, which was stopping him from participating in activities of daily living because he was not in a financial position to be able to afford a portable oxygen machine.

“I mean, I would love to do (Activities of Daily Living [ADL] such as housework), but I’ve got to carry my battery with the oxygen, because the government doesn’t give you that – it’s a beautiful battery you can carry … but I have to buy it myself, it would cost me $6,000 and I can’t afford it.”

**Enablers**

Participants reported many factors which enabled their participation in physical activity and/or pulmonary rehabilitation. Three main factors were identified as being enabling influences and these have been categorized as social, personal, and access.

**Social enablers**

The category of social relates to a number of important factors that participants reported as being enablers to their participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Within this category, three distinct subcategories were identified, namely support, routine, and extracurricular activities.

**Support**

Having a chronic disease, such as COPD, can be debilitating, with the coping and ongoing management of the condition requiring regular support from family and friends. Having a social outlet involving contact with and participation by family and friends may act as a facilitator for getting out of the house and into social events. It was reflected that “getting older” meant there were opportunities for families to get together and visit each other’s homes. This provided the opportunity to undertake physical activity in a new environment.

“I’m going with my brother for a couple of days … We’re all getting older, so we’ve got to visit one another now and again … [his family member] has got a bit of a farm and we walk around the countryside down there. I’ve also got a brother who lives up at Heathfield. I was up there last Thursday walking around his countryside.”

In addition to special events, such as family visits, many participants reflected that activities of everyday living and social engagements interspersed within these activities were also opportunities for physical activity. One participant observed that:

“We would at times, if we go to visit friends and members of the family and those shopping exhibitions, we seem to go if we have the money.”

Another participant reported on the potentially untapped role of family members as enablers of physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation for COPD patients, reporting that his grandson had recommended the use of a treadmill as a means of undertaking physical activity:

“He [grandson] comes over and gets on the treadmill … He reckons it’s better to walk in the warmth than it is out and freeze … see, I’ve got my great grandson here. Son-in-law. But he’s starting to do the weights, starting to buy them. And I’ll start using them.”

**Routine**

It could be assumed that the routine of everyday life could be disrupted following hospital admission, and that this would hinder the normality of everyday life. However, we found that this was not the case. Participants in our research reported that regaining their routine was an enabler after their hospital admission, and that activities of daily living provided them with opportunities to partake in physical activity. Shopping and undertaking errands were commonly reported by participants as part of their routine activities of daily living.

“Every day. Nearly every day. But most of the time when I need to buy some tucker, some food, you know? And I have to go down to the shops to buy it.”
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Some participants reported that having this routine was the only physical activity that they currently partake in:

“All I do is go to post office not far from us, around the corner so to speak, where I pay the bills. That’s the only walking I do.”

Participants commonly reported that walking was integral to their everyday routine, with many recounting walking within the previous week.

“I’ve just walked from Victoria Square, which is about half a mile … I’m out nearly every day walking. I go for a walk at least a quarter, or half a mile.”

Similarly, one participant reported that weights were an essential part of his routine, and that he did his repetitions while watching television:

“Night time I sit and watch TV, and I’ve got 10 pound weights, and I do 20 lift ups with each arm. Twenty, 20, 20, you know. And that keeps my upper body a little bit. I’ve been doing that for the last 10, 15 years. It keeps my upper body strength a little bit better than not doing anything.”

**Extracurricular activities**

Extracurricular activities, such as hobbies, are a common facet of people’s lives. This was acknowledged by one participant who stated that his hobby was the closest he came to a sporting activity, and that it allowed some exercise from a wheelchair:

“I do a bit of woodwork here at home, just sort of hobby stuff. I’ve got a few things that I just mess around with … I’m [also] a member of a club which is composed mainly of older men who can no longer afford or are no longer fit enough to sail. So we have small miniature yachts which are radio controlled … and [we are] trying to beat each other at certain distances. And I guess that’s the closest I come to a sporting activity, but it is in the open air and it does require some exercise in the wheelchair.”

This highlights the opportunities available for people with COPD to undertake physical activity. Without such opportunities, people with COPD may have very limited access to physical activity.

**Personal enablers**

This category relates to any personal (individual-centric) factors reported to act as enablers and facilitate involvement in physical activity or pulmonary rehabilitation. The personal enablers reported here have been subcategorized into “feeling better” and goals and motivation.

**Feeling better**

In this subcategory, the positive outcomes gained have been reported as enablers for continuing to undertake and participate in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation. Participants reported feeling fit, better, and having better breathing outcomes after participating in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation.

“… I have to exercise. Which I would do every day. And I feel a lot better, you know, my legs are a lot better. But once I get on the exercise bike, well that helps you to walk a bit further. It’s only natural, isn’t it?”

Another participant reported feeling better and experiencing improved breathing after attending pulmonary rehabilitation.

“Well when you go there [pulmonary rehabilitation] and you do a lot of things, you know, bike, and weights, and things like that, for at least a couple of days you put everything off your mind, you know you can do something. And I feel much better when I go there … I can breathe better.”

**Goals and motivation**

Goal-setting is a well known technique for achieving goals, and is a successful and powerful motivator. Participants reported that physical activity was a method of achieving the goals they had set for themselves. Self-motivation was also described as a personal factor facilitating participation in physical activity. Motivation can arise from a number of sources, including ability to play with grandchildren, weight maintenance goals, and preparing for upcoming events. This was described by one participant wanting to maintain his fitness because he was giving away the bride at a wedding:

“But I’ve got to get myself right because I’ve got a wedding to go to on the 29th … And I’ve got to give the bride away … Yes, I’ve got to try and get myself up to that fitness, so that I can keep going.”

This was similarly described by another participant who wanted to get “fairly fit” in preparation for a fishing trip:

“I’ll be going fishing in a month’s time for about 12 days, and I want to get fairly fit for that. So I have to exercise.”

**Access enablers**

The access category includes the opportunity for people with COPD to have access to a range of resources that are instrumental in their participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. In particular, access to equipment and to health
professionals were reported as factors enabling participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation.

Access to equipment
Having access to equipment was an enabler reported to aid participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Conversely, not having access to equipment such as oxygen apparatus was a commonly reported barrier. One participant reported being aid-free, except for carrying oxygen and occasionally a wheelchair which allowed them to get out of the house:

“I quite often sort of manage to get up into a house without any aids, except carrying an oxygen bottle. And that works out fairly well for me … if I do go out, it’s usually in the car and carrying oxygen with me … Most of the time I am supported by my oxygen in one way or another, and the wheelchair as well.”

Access to health professionals
Having access to health professionals was an important enabler, with their help and advice reported as being of great benefit to people with COPD. Participants commented that advice regarding exercise intensity, coughing up sputum, breathing, and exercises was particularly welcome. One participant was given advice on how to cough up phlegm properly, which he had previously had trouble doing successfully:

“There was a chap there [pulmonary rehabilitation], he’s a physiotherapist. And he just gave me a couple of treatments, you know, on the lungs and that. How to cough up and all that. Well, he helped me a hell of a lot, you know, on what to do and what not to do.”

Another participant recounted being taught how to “open the airways” to assist breathing correctly:

“He told me a few things, how to breath. Before I use the oxygen I’ve got to open the airways with puffers and things.”

Due to the nature of COPD, targeted assistance is sometimes required because generic exercises may not be appropriate in specific individuals. Having access to health professionals therefore gave participants an opportunity to discuss their problems and seek advice. One participant reported suggestions he had been given regarding how to modify exercises, which helped him feel better:

“Physiotherapists have suggested things such as sort of leaning down on a desk, and exercising my back, and some of my stomach muscles with doing more or less pushups, but doing them in a way that’s quite painless and doesn’t really do very much. But it does make you feel a little bit better to do that sort of thing. I have done a bit of that.”

Positive reinforcement and advice provided by the consulting doctor was a strong enabler. Despite their difficulties, participants seemed to value professional advice and had intentions of putting it into practice. One participant commented:

“Dr [X] says that I must try and walk, do away with my gopher, without the gopher, a couple of times a week to go 200 meters up to the lunch room to walk … because he said to try and make your lungs work harder. But there’s been this bloody awful weather. It’s easier to get on the gopher than struggle up against the cold wind and trying to make myself puff. I will get around to it, I hope.”

Discussion
This is the first Australian study to focus on the patient perspective concerning the impact of hospitalization on participation in physical activity in a cohort of people with COPD. The only other study identified with a similar focus was undertaken in Taiwan by Jeng et al,25 which explored the experiences of daily activities in elderly people with COPD within 2 weeks of discharge from hospital and explored their perspectives of barriers to and enablers of activities of daily living. Patient experiences in the current study were similar to those reported by Jeng et al25 with regard to “external” factors, such as weather and transport. Additionally, participants in the study by Jeng et al25 reported the fear associated with exacerbation of symptoms and having to “slow and simplify” their activities and perform within their limitations in order to “protect themselves”. Another unique feature of the current research was the population of interest. The participants had severe COPD, and had presented to hospital for management of worsening of their symptoms. Therefore, this research focused on people with COPD who required hospitalization and represent the sector of the COPD population with the highest health care costs.3

The findings of our study add to the emerging body of evidence regarding barriers to uptake and completion of physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD.25,38–47 This study also provides new knowledge regarding patient perceptions of enabling factors that help them to participate in physical activity, including pulmonary rehabilitation. The identified enablers provide new insight into the role of beliefs about the benefits of
exercise, support of family and health professionals, and the ways people with COPD were able to integrate activity into their daily lives.

There are a number of barriers that confront COPD patients when they participate in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation post hospitalization. These barriers are not limited to one type or context, and extend to individual, physical, organizational, and environmental factors. The complexities underlying these barriers reflect the complexity associated with holistic management of COPD, and promoting physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation specifically.

Poor health was the most commonly reported barrier, with COPD-related symptoms such as shortness of breath, comorbidities, illness and physical health, affecting the participants’ ability to participate in physical activity/pulmonary rehabilitation. This study explored the barriers to and enablers of physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD following an exacerbation of symptoms requiring a hospital admission. Given that participants were recruited following an exacerbation of symptoms, it is not surprising that poor health was the main barrier in this cohort. On the other hand, in research examining people with “stable” COPD (ie, not following an exacerbation of symptoms or requiring hospital admission), the main barriers reported were related to transport, a lack of perceived benefit, and being unwell.44 Further, previous studies in “stable” population groups showed that an exacerbation or worsening of COPD symptoms was the primary reason for dropping out of a pulmonary rehabilitation program.41,42 Studies have also reported that fear and anxiety surrounding re-exacerbation restricts participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation.43–45 Participants in this study had recently experienced an exacerbation of symptoms requiring hospital admission, which may have been fresh in their minds, causing anxiety regarding re-exacerbation of symptoms. As encompassed under poor health, comorbid conditions were commonly reported as a barrier to participating in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Although COPD patients often have one or more comorbidities, no information is available on the prescription parameters for exercise training in patients with multimorbidity.48

Other key barriers to physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation identified in the current study concur with those previously reported, including “external” factors such as transport, parking, and other environmental factors,25,38,41,45–47 changing health status,38–47 and program-specific barriers, such as the intensity,40,47 referring medical practitioner,38 lack of progress,40 and length of the program.47

While a plethora of barriers were reported, some enabling factors were also reported as a means of addressing these barriers; however, these were often outnumbered by the barriers. An important link between the barriers and enablers was access to equipment with report of this being both a major barrier and an enable. Interestingly, enablers seemed to cluster around the needs of the individual with COPD (such as social support and interaction, personal beliefs, goals and motivations, and access) where barriers were widely diverse. Similar findings were reported in a study by Lewis and Cramp,45 who found many enabling strategies which focused on the needs of individuals with COPD and proposed ways to improve participation by addressing them specifically, for example, providing variation in the program classes and having company. Similarly, a recent review of the barriers of and enablers to participating in physical activity for people with COPD reported that enabling factors, such as personal drivers and personal attributes/benefit, were cited in all included studies.26

While achieving behavioral change is complex, a critical factor in achieving success change is the identification of barriers, and addressing these through targeted enabling strategies.49 In a study of patients recently discharged from hospital after an acute exacerbation of COPD, it was reported that personalized self-management advice, better education on the use of oxygen, and increased use of combination therapies, including pulmonary rehabilitation, were required.50 Therefore, promoting participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation among people with COPD may be achieved by developing targeted enabling strategies for COPD patients, which recognize their individual needs and address the barriers identified in this study, including access and linkages to ways to stay active, and strategies to cope with worsening of symptoms and comorbid conditions. Chavannes et al41 reported successful initiatives in a population of people with COPD, such as the implementation of personalized physical activity training programs, through the use of a management team and Kruis52 successfully implemented integrated care in “real life” COPD populations.

Limitations
This study included a slightly older aged group of mostly males (79%) with severe COPD (75%) admitted to a public hospital in Adelaide, South Australia. This limits the generalizability of the study findings. Another limitation is the exclusion of non-English-speaking people, and as such,
excludes some of the cultural and ethnic groups found in the wider community. This raises the possibility of the non-English speaking community experiencing different barriers to or enablers of participation in pulmonary rehabilitation and physical activity after hospitalization.

Implications for practice

The findings of this study provide a snapshot of the complex array of barriers that people with COPD face when engaging in physical activity. It is important that health professionals are cognizant of these barriers when recommending physical activity for people with COPD. These barriers need to be explicitly acknowledged and suitably addressed because, without due diligence, they are likely to result in poor uptake of physical activity. Recognizing these factors provides a timely opportunity for health professionals to use both the barriers people experience and the enabling strategies that encourage physical activity when developing tailored programs that promote enabling strategies for individual barriers. The findings of this study also indicate that there is no “one size fits all” approach, which is an important consideration and underscores the importance of an individualized and targeted approach. Therefore, although common barriers to and enablers of participation in physical activity have been reported in this cohort, it is essential for health professionals to partner with patients to individualize strategies to implement and sustain participation in physical activity in such patients.

Implications for research

Our findings provide a unique perspective of barriers and enablers from the point of view of people with COPD. While a number of barriers were identified, few enablers are available to counter these barriers. Further research into the effectiveness of enabling strategies (which are matched with specific barriers) for participation in physical activity in this population, with assessment of long-term outcomes and sustainability, is required. This approach is important due to the complex and wide-ranging impact of barriers to participation in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD. By implementing and evaluating targeted enabling strategies, new knowledge can be created in terms of what strategy works for whom, when, why, and how. This research also sheds light on the minimal “conversations” that exist between people with COPD and health professionals regarding pulmonary rehabilitation. Despite the strong evidence for the important role of pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD, less than half of the participants in this study were referred to pulmonary rehabilitation, with significant attrition among those who commenced a pulmonary rehabilitation program. Future research could explore the communication gap between people with COPD and health professionals regarding pulmonary rehabilitation and the lack of consistent referral and uptake.

Conclusion

The current research has provided a comprehensive picture of self-reported barriers and enablers for physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation in people with COPD around the crucial time of hospitalization for an exacerbation of their COPD symptoms. Based on these findings, it is evident that there are significant barriers which hinder the ability of people with COPD to undertake and continue to participate in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. These include social, personal, and disease-related issues, highlighting the complexities associated with addressing these barriers and promoting active engagement in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. While there are some enablers which may be utilized in addressing some of these barriers, it is clear that health professionals dealing with patients suffering from COPD, especially those with severe COPD, need to actively recognize and address barriers to physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation. Without such explicit recognition and action, people with COPD may succumb to these barriers and may never be able to actively undertake and participate in physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation, despite the fact that they desperately need it. Hospital admission in this population could create an opportunity for implementation of interventions that promote physical activity (such as referral to pulmonary rehabilitation), which may assist in reducing hospital readmission, and morbidity and mortality.
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# Appendix

## Appendix 1 Overview of semistructured interview guide: patients at 2-month follow-up

### Disease course
How are things generally with your lungs now that you are home from hospital?
Have you had any episodes since you’ve been home where your chest or breathing got worse? 
____________? needed to change your medication (antibiotics or prednisolone)
Have you been to see your GP or a doctor at the hospital since you came out of hospital?
Have you seen other health professionals since you got home from hospital (eg, nurse, physiotherapy, community respiratory service)
Location of visit: home, clinic?
Do you have an appointment made for a visit with a health professional in the future?

### Activity participation
How are you going with your walking/daily activities/coping with breathlessness/eating since you got out of hospital? (refer to issues from hospital admission)

### Psychological domains for benefits/barriers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge/awareness</th>
<th>Environmental context and resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief about capabilities</td>
<td>Social influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief about consequences/attitude</td>
<td>Emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals/intention</td>
<td>Behavioral regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory, attention, and decision-making</td>
<td>Nature of behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>